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ABSTRACT 
Suppose all invertible quadratic operators T are assumed to satisfy 7” + hT + 
I = 0. We show that a complex matrix T is the product of two invertible quadratic 
matrices if and only if T is similar to a matrix of the form (D @ D-‘) CE (I + 
N) @ (-I + Cm W,) CB /?I CB pm21 CB [@“I + XY) &i @‘“I + YX)-‘I, where 
p = (-6 + &-+/2, 0, rtl and /j’*’ are not eigenvalues of D; N, XY, and 
YX are nilpotent; and each J, is a nilpotent Jordan block of even size. Also, WP 
show that an n x n matrix T is the product of finitely many invertible quadratic 
matrices if and only if det T = /I”, where m is an integer for n odd and is an even 
integer for n even. On the other hand, for operators on an infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert space, we characterize the products of two and four invertible quadratic 
operators among normal operators and show that every invertible operator is the 
product of six invertible quadratic operators. 
I. INTR.ODUCTION 
A bounded linear operator on a complex separable Hilbert space T is 
called of quadratic type if p(T) = 0 f or some polynomial p(z) of degree 2. 
In the cases that p(z) = (z - 1)’ and x2 - 1, the corresponding types 
are called unipotent of index 2 and involution. respectively. These two are 
typical examples of invertible operators of quadratic type, and the study of 
the product of such operators has been going on seperately for a long time 
[5, 8, 9, 13, 15, 25, 261. Recently, in my Ph.D. thesis [19], I was able to obtain 
some new results in these areas. For the product of involutions on infinite- 
dimensional Hilbert spaces, we showed that every invertible operator is the 
product of six involutions [19, Theorem 5.2.121. This improves a result of 
Radjavi [15, Theorem 11, which says that seven is enough in such a product. 
The techniques of our proof in this result are borrowed from [8, Theorem 31. 
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There, Fong and Sourour showed that every invertible operator on infinite- 
dimensional Hilbert spaces is the product of six unipotents of index 2. Is 
the number six sharp in both the product of involutions and the product of 
unipotents of index 2? We don’t know yet. But, with guarded optimism, we 
conjectured that, in either case, the sharp number is five [19, Conjecture 61. 
On the other hand, for the product of involutary matrices and the 
product of unipotent matrices of index 2, the situation is quite different. 
Gustafson, Halmos, and Radjavi [9] (P. Y. Wu and the author [25]) showed 
that a complex matrix T is the product of finitely many involutions (unipo- 
tent matrices of index 2) if and only if T has determinant +l (l), and the 
sharp number is four in general. Hence it is quite clear that not every 
invertible matrix is the product of finitely many involutions and/or unipo- 
tent matrices of index 2. But, if the members of such a factorization are 
extended from involutions or unipotent matrices of index 2 to their close 
affinities invertible quadratic matrices, it can be shown easily that every 
invertible matrix is the product of finitely many invertible quadratic ma- 
trices. Moreover, four is enough in such a product. Indeed, if an invertible 
n x n matrix T has determinant CY, then a-llnT has determinant 1. Thus 
o! -llnT is the product of four involutions, and hence T is the product of 
four invertible quadratic matrices. Is the number four sharp? The answer is 
negative. In [23], we will show that every invertible matrix is the product of 
three invertible quadratic matrices and three is sharp in general. A possible 
reasonable way to tackle such a problem is to characterize when a matrix is 
the product of two invertible quadratic matrices and using such character- 
izations to investigate the product of three invertible quadratic matrices. 
Along these lines, we will study the product of invertible quadratic matrices 
in this and in subsequent papers (see e.g. [20, 21, 22, 231). 
Before we can give a more precise description, we need to reduce the 
problem. First, in the following, we only consider the product of invertible 
operators T of the same quadratic type which satisfy p(T) = 0, where 
p(x) = x2 + bx + c, b, c E C, and c # 0. Next, using a scale technique, 
we may assume that c = 1. For example, if T = PQ, where P2 + bP + cl 
= Q2 + bQ + CI = 0, then c-‘T = (c-~/~P)(c-~/~Q) and (c-~/~P)~ + 
C -1/2b(c-1/2P) + I = (c-~/~Q)~ + ~-l/~b(c-l/~Q) + I = 0. Conversely, if 
T = PlQ1, where Pf + ~-l/~bPl + I = Qf + c-l12bQ1 + I = 0, then CT = 
(c l/2 Pl)(c l/2 Qd and Cc l/2P# + b(c 1/2Pl)+cI = (c~/~Q~)~ +b(~l/~Q~)+ 
cl = 0. On the other hand, since the problem of the product of invertible 
quadratic operators has been solved in [8], [15], and [19] for the cases b = 
0, f2, in the following we will restrict ourselves to the cases b # 0, +2. 
From now on, all invertible quadratic operators T are assumed to satisfy 
T2 + bT + I = 0, b # 0, f2. Also, for convenience, p denotes the number 
(-b + d-)/2. 
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Now, we are ready to go on. In Section 2, we start by studying products 
of two invertible quadratic matrices. We are able to completely characterize 
this class (Theorem 2.9). Specifically, we show that a complex matrix T is 
the product of two invertible quadratic matrices if and only if T is similar 
to a matrix of the form (D CB D-i) @ (I + N) @ (-I + C,“=, @J,) @ P21 6 
pw21 @ [(p”l + XY) $ (p21 + YX)-‘I, where 0, 51, and p*’ are not 
eigenvalues of D; N, XY, and YX are nilpotent; and each J, is a nilpotent 
Jordan block of even size. Then we consider the problem of expressing 
matrices as products of finitely many invertible quadratic matrices. We 
show that an n x n matrix T is the product of finitely many invertible 
quadratic matrices if and only if det T, the determinant, of the matrix T. 
equals p’“, where m is an integer for n odd and is an even integer for 11, 
even (Theorem 2.10). 
In Section 3, we turn to consider the problem for operators on an 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. We are able to completely characterize 
the products of two and four invertible quadratic operators among nor- 
mal operators (Theorems 3.10 and 3.19). For nonnormal operators on an 
infinite-dimensional space, a complete characterization seems difficult. We 
obtain various necessary and/or sufficient conditions. Among other things. 
we show that if T is the product of two invertible quadratic operators, 
then T and T-r have the same essential spectrum (and spectrum) ex- 
cept possibly p *2 (Theorem 3.12). Using this result, we can show that 
not every invertible operator is the product of four invertible quadratic 
operators (Lemma 3.18). On the other hand, we show that every invert- 
ible operator is the product of six invertible quadratic operators (The- 
orem 3.22). The paper is concluded in Section 4 with some open 
problems. 
2. PRODUCT OF INVERTIBLE QUADRATIC MATRICES 
For a matrix T, a(T) d enotes the set of its eigenvalues. We start with 
the following 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T = TI CB Tz be an invertible matrix with o(Tl) n 
o(T2-‘) = 0. Then T is the product of two invertible quadratic matrices if 
and only if Tl and Tz are. 
Proof. We need only prove the necessity part. Assume that T = 
[-(b/2)1 + S][-(b/2)1+ R], where 
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satisfy S2 = R2 = (b2/4 - 1)I. A little computation yields that 
SlS2 + s2s4 = 0, R, R2 + R2 Rq = 0, 
s,s, + s4s3 = 0, RZRI + R4R3 = 0, 
and 
(-;I+,,)(-;I+Ri) +SZR~=TI, 
(-;I+SI)R~+S+;I+R~) =O, 
++RI) + (-;lfSr)Rj =O, 
&R2+ (-;,.S,)(-;l+n,) =T2. 
Hence 
SzTz = S,S,R,+S+;I+&)(-$rtR,) 
ZZ VI-S9R2- (-+~)(31+&)R2 
= -R2. 
Similarly, we have TI R2 = -5’2, S3Tl = - R3, and TzR3 = -573. Therefore, 
S2T2 = Tr-‘S2 or TrS2 = SzTp’. Thus o(Tl) n a(TT’) = 8 implies that 
SZ = 0 (cf. [16]). By symmetry, Rz = 0. So Tr = [-(b/2)1 + Sl][--(b/2)1+ 
RI] is the product of two invertible quadratic matrices. The same holds 
for Tz. ??
Before proceeding, we remark that, in the proof of our main result 
(Theorem 2.9) of this section, the key idea is to decompose a matrix T 
into several parts with disjoint spectra and then using Lemma 2.1 to treat 
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each part. The next lemma handles the case that O(T) = {,3”, 3-“}. Re- 
call that complex matrices A arltl B are said to 1~: lkked if A = XY ilrltl 
I? = YX for some conformable X and I’. Also not,c that. since b # 0. -+t’. 
\VP 11RVC ;‘I” f il. 
(-+,)Tl = (-+,)(-;I+.,,)(-+) 
+(-$I-s+,rr, 
=(I+S2Si)(-qf+Rl) + (-qf-s,)s2R:j 
=-;I+R1+S1 S -“I+R [ 3( 2 
Therefore, 
kgi-S,)%;=-$I+R,. 
Similarly, we have 
-;I+$ =T+R,> (2) 
Using (1) and (2), we obtain TkP’[-(6/2)I t S,] - i-(11/2)1 + S1]7'1 =
-(b/2)1-R1 +[-(b/2)1-S1+hl]Tl = bT1 -hI. Since c~(Tc’)nu(I”~) = (i?, 
the Rosenblum operator TV, I Tl is one to one (cf. [la. Corollary 3.31) anti 
hence -(h/2)I+S1 = -b(I+T,-‘)-I. Therefore, 5’25’:~ = (b”/4-1)1-S? = 
-(I + TI)~~(T~ - ,L121)(Tl - fl-‘I). Similarly, S:C& = -(I + Tz)-~(~> -- 
/j’I)(Tz - ap21). Now, let 
X = -(I + Tl)2(Tl ~- :9-21)-1S2 and Y = &. 
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Then XY = -(I + TI)~(T~ - p-21)-1S2sa = Tr - P21 = M and 
YX = &[-(I + 5!g2(Tr - p-21)-1s2] 
= -(I + T2yy2(T;1 - p-21)-1s3s2 
= [-q-2(1 + T2)2T2(1- p-2T2)-1] 
x [-(I + T2)_“(T2 - P21)(T2 - P-2q 
= TF1 - p21 
= N, 
since S,Tl = TT1S3 and Ss(Tl - pp21)-l = (TT1 - p-21)-1Ss. This 
completes the proof of the necessity. 
Sufficiency: Assume that M = XY and N = YX. Let 
P = PI + p-1XY -px - p-iXYX + p-lx 
p-iY P-II - p-1YX 1 
and 
& = 
[ 
PI p-lx - p-2(/u + p-lxY)-lx 
0 p-II 1, 
ThenP2+bP+I=Q2+bQ+I=Oand 
[ 
p21 + XY 0 
PQ= y p-21 - p-2Y(p21 + XY)-lx 1 . 
Since XY and YX are nilpotent, the latter matrix is similar to T. Thus T 
is the product of two invertible quadratic matrices. W 
LEMMA 2.3. Let T be a matrix with a(T) C {,B2,p-2}. Then T is the 
product of two invertible quadratic matrices if and only if either T = p21, 
pe21 or T is similar to (p21 + XY) @ (p21 + YX)-I, where X Y and YX 
are nilpotent. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we need only consider a(T) = {p”}. Assume 
that T = P21 + N, where N # 0 is nilpotent and T is the product of 
two invertible quadratic matrices, say, T = PQ, where P2 + bP + I = 
Q2+bQ+I=0. 
CASE 1. If P = PI, then {p2} = a(T) = a@&) C {p2, 1). This implies 
that Q = PI and thus N = 0, which is a contradiction. 
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CASE 2. If P = ,0-‘1, then {p2} = a(T) = g&?-l&) C {l,p-2}. Hence 
p2 = 51, which is impossible. 
CASE 3. We may assume that 
is nondegenerate. Since T(Q + U) = -P and (P + bl)T = -Q, there- 
fore TP - PT-l = b(I - T). Then [12, Corollary 3.21 implies that P = 
-bT(T + I)-l and thus TP = PT. Let 
A little computation yields that Ts = Ts = 0, and hence Q2 = Q3 = 0. SO 
Qi + bQ4 + I = 0. But then a(P21 + T4) = {/3”} = cr(pM1Q4) c {p-“? I}, 
which is absurd. The proof is complete. ??
Next, we will investigate the product problem in the case that p*’ +! 
(T(T). The next lemma gives a necessary condition for the product of two 
invertible quadratic matrices in such a situation. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let T be an invertible matrix with p+2 $! C(T). If T is the 
product of two invertible quadratic matrices, then T is similar to T-l. 
Proof. Assume that T = PQ, where P2 + bP+ I = Q2 + bQ + I = 0. Let 
U = P - Q. Then U2 = (b2 - 2)1-T - T-l = (/?-lT - PI)(P-lT-l -PI), 
and therefore p*’ $ c(T) implies that U is invertible. Now, since 
T-lU = Q-lP-l(P - Q) 
= Q-l _ Q-lP-lQ 
= -Q - bI - (-Q - bI)(-P - bI)Q 
= -Q - bI + (-Q - bI)PQ + b(-Q - bI)Q 
=-Q-QPQ-bPQ 
= (-I - bP)Q - QPQ 
= P2Q - QPQ = (P - Q)PQ 
= UT, 
the similarity of T and T-’ follows. 
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Note that the converse of Lemma 2.4 is not true in general. In fact, it 
is known that if a(T) = -1 then T is similar to T-’ (cf. [5, Lemma l]), 
but not every such T is the product of two invertible quadratic matrices, 
as the following lemma shows. Recall that Jk denotes the nilpotent Jordan 
block of size k: 
-0 1 
. 0 . 
J,, = 
. . 1 
-0 O_ 
LEMMA 2.5. If T = (-I + Jk) @ T2, where k is odd, then T is not the 
product of two invertible quadratic matrices. 
Proof. Assume that T = [-(b/2)I+S][-(b/2)I+R], where S2 = R2 = 
(b2/4 - 1)1. W e o bt . am, as in the proof of the necessity part of Lemma 2.2 
with Tl = -I + Jk, that 
(1) 
and 
_ (2) 
If k = 1, then 7i”i = -1. Subtracting (1) from (2) yields that b = 0, which 
contradicts our assumption. Thus in the following we may assume that 
k > 1. Let -(b/2)1 - & be the k x k matrix [zij]. Then (1) and (2) imply 
that 
-bI-[:riij=-;I+&=T+ii-RI) 
=.,{-bI- (-;I+Rl)} 
= (-1 + Jk){-bI - [xzj](-I + Jk)}. 
Carrying out the above multiplication and comparing the entries in the 
lower triangular parts of the resulting matrices on both sides yield that 
x21 = -2b, x31 = ... = .Zkl = 0, ~32 = ... = .xk2 = 0, .x43 = -26, 
X53 = . . . = .rks = 0, and so on. In particular, we obtain 
-2b if j is even 
“jj-1 = 
0 if j is odd 
for 2<j<k. 
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But comparing the (k, k) entries, we have -b - xk k = b - xk k + .I:k k_, . 
which implies that xk k-1 = -2b. This yields a contradiction, since k is 
odd. The proof is complete. W 
The next three lemmas provide the sufficiency conditions of Thf~- 
orem 2.9. 
LEMMA 2.6. If T and I +T are invertible. then T @TT’ is th,e prodwf 
of two invertible quadratic matrices. 
Proof. Let 
Fl(T) = 
-bT(I + T)-’ (T - Lj21)(I + T)-’ 
(p-2I - T)(I + T)-’ --b(I + T)-’ I 
and 
F2(T) = 
-bT(I + T)-1 (P2T-’ - I)(I+ T)-’ 
(T2 _ p-2571 + T)-1 
d(I + T)-’ 1 
Then [F,(T)12 + bFi(T) + I = 0, i = 1,2, and 
T 0 
Fl(T)Fz(T) = o T-1 1 
[ 1 
as we want. 
LEMMA 2.7. Any matrix T with, o(T) = (1) is the product of two wj- 
vertible quadratic matrices. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for each integer k 2 2, I + ,Jk is the 
product of two invertible quadratic matrices. Let 
B= 
P 1 
I 1 0 p-l 1
and let 
if k = 21-n. 
if k = 21~ + 1 
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and 
N= 
It is easily seen 
MN= 
p-l 1 
[ 1 
[,EO’j @:I,+1 8 B) @ [p] 
if k=2, 
if k = 2m > 4, 
[P-l] cl3 (I, c3 B) if k=2m+l. 
lat M and N are invertible quadratic matrices, and 
[ 0 1 w 1 1 
1 P 
1 p-1 
1 
0 
* 
0 
. . . . 
pw 
1 
if k=2, 
if kL3. 
In either case, MN is similar to I+ Jk. Hence I+ Jk is the product of two 
invertible quadratic matrices. W 
LEMMA 2.8. -I+ Jk is the product of two invertible quadratic matrices 
for any even k. 
Proof. Let 
M= [-b;’ T;], N= 
ThenM’+bM+I=N’+bN+ 
No be the k x k matrices 
TM 0 
I 
M 
. . 
0 M 
and 
p -b-p ’ and ‘= 1 0 ’ 
1 
0 0 
[ 1 
= NP + PN + bP = 0. Let MO and 
N P 0 
N P 
. . . . . . 
0 
. . . P 
N 
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respectively. It is easily seen that, i@ + bA& + I = No2 + bNa + I = 0 and 
MN MP 0 
MN MP 
MONO = ‘. 
MP 
0 MIV 
r -1 2bp-1 2b 0 
-1 -p 0 0 
0 
= -If 
-1 2bf’ 2b 0 
0 -1 -P 0 
0 26,!?-’ 
0 
* 
-P 
0 2bU-’ 
0 -0 
‘. 2 
0 0 
0 1 
-1 2 
0 -1 
Since the latter matrix is similar to -I + Jk, our assertion follows. ??
Combining the above lemmas. we obtain 
THEOREM 2.9. A matrix T is the product of two invertible quadratic 
matrices if and only if T is similar to (D $ 0-l) $ (I + N) $ (-I + 
CL”=, Wk,) EB P21 @ pp21 @ [(@“I + XY) 6~ (/?I + YX)-‘I, where 0. il. 
P*2 $ a(D); N, Xu, and YX are nilpotent; and k, is even. for each, I. 
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Lemmas 2.3, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8. To 
prove the necessity, note that T is similar to Tl @ T2 @ T3 @ T4, where 0, 
*l, ,@’ $ a(Tl), I = {l},o(Ts) = {-l}, and a(T4) C {P*2}. Lemma 
2.1 implies that Ti is the product of two invertible quadratic matrices for 
each i = 1,2,3,4. Thus Tl is similar to TIP1 by Lemma 2.4. Since Tl is 
similar to Dr @ D2, where g(Dr) C {z E C: Izj < l} U {z E C: IzI = 1. 
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z # ,0*‘, Imz > 0) and cr(D2) C (2 E C: IzI > 1) U (2 E C: 1.~1 = 1, 
z # p*2, Im z < 0}, the similarity of 7’1 and Tcl implies the existence of 
an invertible matrix 
U= 
Ul u2 
i 1 u3 u4 
such that 
Thus DrUi = UiD,’ and o(Dr)no(Dl’) = 0 imply that Ui = 0 (cf. [16]). 
Similarly, Ud = 0. Hence U2 and Uz are invertible, and thus D2 is similar 
to 0;’ as desired. ??
We conclude this section with the following theorem, which says that 
matrices with determinant ,S” can always be written as the product of 
finitely many invertible quadratic matrices. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let T be an n x n matrix. 
(a) If det T = 1, then T is the product of four invertible quadratic 
matrices. 
(b) T is the product of finitely many invertible quadratic matrices if 
and only if det T = pm, where m is an integer for n odd and is an 
even integer for n even. 
Proof. (a): The proof, which we omit, is analogous to [25, Theorem 3.51. 
(b): The necessity is obvious. To prove the sufficiency, we consider the 
following two cases. 
(1) n is even. Then there exist integers q,r such that m = nq + r, 
0 5 r < n, and r is even (since m is even). Let 
1 
[p'l @In-l if q=O, 
s = (ps@q&)lsl if q # 0 and r =O, 
(p”s”ql,)lql([pT] @1,-i) if q # 0 and r # 0. 
Since [P’l ~3 L-1 = ([PI &i PLl)([Pl 63 P-~&I) ... ([PI @ P&-I) 
([PI @p-‘In-l) is the product of r (of 2) invertible quadratic matrices 
if r # 0 (r = 0), it follows that S is the product of 191 + r (of 2) 
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invertible quadratic matrices if g # 0 or 7’ # 0 (4 = 1’ = 0). Moreover. 
drt 5’ = pm implies that det TS-’ = 1, whence TS-’ is t,he product 
of four invertible quadratic mat,rices by (a). Thus T is t,he product of 
lq) -t 7’ + 4 invertible quadratic matrices. 
(2) II bs o&l. Note that there exist an integer q and an even inkgcr i’ 
such that 771 = nqfr. Define 5’ as in (1). If 7’ > 0. thr,n ‘r is t,he product 
of jql + I’ + 4 invertible quadratic matrices as shown in (1). 011 thcx 
othttr hand. if 7’ < 0, then, since [[j7]+I,,PI = ([3-J]i~~r,,_lj([~-I~1]~.. 
,ljT’I,,_1) .. ([,!I-‘] ~3 $ITL_,)([~jpl] + ;l-‘I,,-~) is the product- of ‘1.i 
invertible quadratic matrices, arguing as in (1) shows that, ‘1‘ is t,lic~ 
product of l(II + 17.1 + 4 invertible quadratic, matrices. This completes 
t,lit> proof. ??
3. IKFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In this section, we consider the problem of t,he factorization of opcra- 
tors on infinite-dimensional spaces into invertible quadratic operators. IVP 
start by studying products of two invertible quadratic operators. Bcforrx 
proceeding, we note that Lemmas 2.1. 2.4, and 2.6 are still true if 2’ acts 
on an infinite-dimensional space. In Lemma 2.4. if, moreover, ;T*’ ;LW not 
surrounded by (T(T), then somethin g more can be said. Recall that, ~(2~) 
does 71ot surround X if X belongs t,o the unbounded component of C \ (~(7’). 
It, is well known that if CT(T) does not surround A. then T - XI has a sqllarc 
root T’ which is an analytic function of ‘I’ ((,f. [IS, p. 2641). 
LEIWA 3.1. Let T be an anuwtible opcmtor, a71.d o(T) not .s11,~7~~71d 
/+2, If 1‘ is the product o,f two invertible cluadratic opwators. th.cn thr,( 
mists cm ir~.7~olution, V such that TV = VT ’ 
PIUO~. Assume that T = PQ, where P’ + bP + I = Q2 + bQ t I = 0. 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, WC have (ij-“r‘ - ;jl)(gV’TP’ - /II) 
(P - Q)” and (P - Q)T = T-*(P - Q). B.7 > ~~ssumptiori. (;S-‘T - ~jJ)~‘j’ 
and (,‘3VY ~ /31)-1/2 exist. Now. define 17 = (P - Q) (:9Y’T ~ iii) ‘I’ 
(N-‘L/pi ~ A91)p1/“. Then 
V” = (p _ Q)(@T _ /31)-‘/2(;jP’1’-1 _ [jI)-l’l” 
X (1’ _ Q)(P-‘T _ fl[)-1/2(Jp1Tp1 -. ;31)‘i2 
= (p - Q)(/‘-lT - pr)P’/2(J’ - Q)(/j-‘1’ - ijI)-‘(;j-‘TP1 ~ ~jI)~‘l” 
= (p _ Q)2(fl-‘T-’ _ /JI)-‘/z([j-‘T ~ ,j1)--‘(:j-‘T’_’ ~ ;jI)P”’ 
= (p ~ Q)“(,‘-‘T-l - fiI)-‘([j--‘T - [jr)-’ 
14 
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TV = T(P - Q)(p-lT - /31)-1’2(p-1T-1 - /!?I)-1’2 
= (P _ Q)T-‘(p-‘T _ pl)-1/2(/j-1T-1 - PI)-1/2 
= (p _ Q)(/j-lT _ PI)-1/2(P-1T-1 - pI)-1/2T-1 
= VT-l, 
as asserted. ??
In the following, Lb denotes the line passing through the points ,@’ in 
the complex plane. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T be an invertible operator with u(T) C Lb \ {ph2}. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is the product of two invertible quadratic operators; 
(ii) there exists an involution V such that TV = VT-l; 
(iii) T is similar to T-l; 
(iv) T is similar to S@ S-l for some invertible 5’. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) by Lemma 3.1, (ii) + (iii) is trivial, (iii) + (iv) follows 
from the same arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.9 for Tl, and (iv) + 
(i) by Lemma 2.6. ??
Similarly, we have 
LEMMA 3.3. Let T be an invertible operator with a(T) C C \ (Lb U 
(-1)). Then conditions (i)-(iv) in Lemma 3.2 are equivalent. 
Combining Lemmas 2.1, 3.2, and 3.3, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let T = TI @ T2 be an invertible operator with 
o(Tl) & Lb \ {S*2} and a(Ts) C C \ (Lb U (-1)). Then conditions (i)-(iv) 
in Lemma 3.2 are equivalent. 
Next we will determine which invertible normal operator T is the product 
of two invertible quadratic operators. But first we need the following lemma. 
Recall that for an operator T, or,(T) and se(T) denote the point spectrum 
and the essential spectrum of T, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let T = 1 @ p21 @ pm21 ED Tl, where 0 $I! cr(Tl) and 1, 
p*2 $ a,(Tl), op(TT). Then T is th e product of two invertible quadratic 
operators if and only if Tl is. 
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Proof. We need only prove the necessity part. Let Tz = p21@p-21@T~. 
Then T = I CB Tz, where 0 4 a(Tz) and 1 $ a,(Tz), op(Tz). Assume that 
T = [-(6/2)I + S][-(b/2)1+ R], where 
satisfy S2 = R2 = (b2/4 - l)I. A s in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have 
&Tz = -R2 = S2 and TzR3 = -Ss = RY. Thus 1 +! a,(T2), a,(T;) 
of two invertible implies that Sz = Ss = R2 = R3 = 0. So Tz is the product 
quadratic operators. 
Again, as above, assume that T2 = (f121 gi pe21) @ Tl 
[-(b/2) + R], where 
= [-(b/2)1 + S] 
satisfy S2 = R2 = (b2/4 - l)I. Th en &Ti = -R2 and (p21 $ pW21)R2 = 
-5’s. Therefore SsTi = (Pe21 CE ,S21)S2. Say 
sz = 
Xl 
[ 1 x2 :7-+Kic1$K2. 
Then 
whence XlTl = pW2X1 and XsTi = p2X2. Thus pk2 $ 4Tl)i o#“;) 
implies that S2 = R2 = 0. Similarly, Ss = R3 = 0. So Tl is the product of 
two invertible quadratic operators, as we want. W 
LEMMA 3.6. Let T be an invertible normal operator with ,Bk2 # a,(T). 
If T is the product of two invertible quadratic operators, then T is unitarily 
equivalent to T-l. 
Proof. Assume that T = PQ, where P2 + bP + I = Q2 + 6Q + I = 0. 
Then, as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, (P - Q)2 is one-to-one and has dense 
range. The same is true for P - Q. Hence applying [6, Lemma 4.11 to 
(P - Q)T = T-l(P - Q) g ives the unitary equivalence of T and T-‘. ??
LEMMA 3.7. Let T be an invertible operator. If T = (-I) @ Tl, where 
-1 $! a,(Tl),a,(T;), then T as not the product of two invertible quadratic 
operators. 
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Proof. Assume that T is the product of two invertible quadratic oper- 
ators. Then, by an analogous argument to the one in the proof of Lemma 
3.5, we obtain that -I is the product of two invertible quadratic operators, 
which is a contradiction. ??
COROLLARY 3.8. If T is normal and -1 E a,(T), then T is not the 
product of two invertible quadratic operators. 
LEMMA 3.9. IfT is normal and -1 E a(T), then T is not the product 
of two invertible quadratic operators. 
Proof. We may assume that -1 I$ cp(T). Hence, in particular, -1 E 
se(T). BY 11, Th eorem 11, T = UDU* + K, where U is unitary, D is 
diagonal, and K is compact. Since -1 E a,(D) C a(D), 
D= 
where D1 = diag(d,)_with_d,_+ -1. Thus DJ = -I +_K’, where-K’ is 
compact. Therefore, T = _VDU* = 6(6, @ Dz)i?* = U[(-I) @ Dz]6*, 
where, for an operator A, A denotes its image in the Calkin algebra under 
the natural map (for the definition of a Calkin algebra, see [4, p. 341). 
Representing T as a normal operator on Hilbert space, we have -1 E op(T). 
By Corollary 3.8, T^ is not the product of two invertible quadratic operators, 
whence T is not the product of two invertible quadratic operators. ??
THEOREM 3.10. Let T be an invertible normal operator. Then T is the 
product of two invertible quadratic operators if and only if T is unitarily 
equivalent to I @ p21 CE pp21 @ S @ S-l for some invertible normal S with 
-1 $ rr(S). 
Proof. We need only prove the necessity part. Let E(.) denote the spec- 
tral measure of T, and let cy = {.z E C: ]z] > l} U {z E C: ]z] = 1; 
z # 2~1, fl*2; Im z > 0}, Tl = T I E((r)X, and T2 = T I E(cY-~)~-~, where 
cy-’ = (2 E C:z-’ E o}. Since -1 $ a(T) by Lemma 3.9, it follows that 
T is unitarily equivalent to I @ P21 @ ,F21 @ T1 @ T2. Since T1 @ T2 is 
invertible and 1, ,0*’ $ a,(Tl @Tz), Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 imply that there 
exists a unitary operator 
x= x11 x12 
[ 1 x21 x22 
such that (Tl @T2)X = X(Trl @TT’). This yields that TIXll = XllTlpl, 
T2X22 = X22Tg1, T1X12 = X12TT1, and TzXzi = X2iT,-l. Since the 
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spectral measures of Tl and T1-l are mutually singular, we obt,ain Xii = 0 
(cf. [7, Proposition 2.41). Similarly, X22 = 0. Hence both Xi2 and Xzl are 
unitary operators. Thus T is unitarily equivalent to I ebgM21 @ /?-“I @ T1 (~1 
T,-‘, as asserted. ??
COROLLARY 3.11. Let T be an invertible normal operator with [jr2 $ 
o,(T). Then the following statemenfs are equivalent: 
(i) T is th e ro p d uct of two invertible quadratic operators; 
(ii) T is th e p d ro uct of two unipotents of index 2; 
(iii) T %s th e p d ro uct of two involutions, and - 1 # a(T): 
(iv) T %s unitarily equivalent to T-‘, and -1 $ a(T); 
(v) T is mitarily equivalent to I @> S @ S -’ fo*r some inix&ble nom~~d 
S with, -1 $ o(S). 
Proof (iii) _ (iv) follows from [15], (i) +==+ (v) by Theorem i3.10. 
and (ii) +=+ (iv) w (v) from [19: Theorem 3.2.13 ]. ??
We end the discussion on the product of t,wo invertible quadrat,ic opera- 
tors with the following theorem, which is useful in the investigation of the 
product of four invertible quadratic operators. 
THEOREM 3.12. If T is the product of two invertible quadratic opm- 
tors, then, o(T)\{p*2} = o(T-~)\{;Y*~} an,d oe(T) \ {a’“} = oe(T-‘) \t 
{/F}. 
Proof. Assume that T = PQ, where P2 1. bP + I = Q2 + bQ + I = 0. 
Then P-’ = -P - bI, Q-l = -Q - bI and T-’ = Q-‘P-? Since 
(T - M)Q-’ = P -- XQ-’ = I’ + XQ + MI. 
Q(T-’ - XI) = P-’ - XQ = -I’- XQ - bI, 
and 
[-bP - (A + l)I](-P - XQ - bl) = hXPQ + (A + 1)P + (A” + X)Q + MI 
= (P + XQ + Xhl)[hXQ + (A + 1)1]_ 
we have 
(T - XI)Q-l[hXQ + (A + 1)1] = [-bP - (A + l)I]Q(T-’ - XI) 
for any X t C. If X # /J*2, then both OXQ + (A + 1)1 and -bP- 
(A + 1)1 are invertible. This yields that o(T)\{/J*~} = o(T--‘)\{/3*“} and 
G(T)\{P*‘) = G(T-~)\{P*~). ??
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Now we turn to discuss the product of four or more invertible quadratic 
operators. Before proceeding, we note that the techniques used in the proof 
of the following theorems are quite similar to the ones used in the study of 
the products of unipotents of index 2 and involutions in [19]. For the sake 
of clarity and completeness, they are reproduced here. 
Recall that an invertible operator T on a Hillbert space ti is a m&iplica- 
tive commutator if there exist invertible operators X and Y on 7-l such that 
T = XYX-lY-‘. Also, if S and T are operators (on the same or different 
Hilbert spaces), and if S’ and T’ are operators on the same Hilbert space 
‘H’ that are similar to S and T respectively, then the product ST’ will 
be called a generalized product of S and T. In other words, a generalized 
product of S and T is any operator of the form (XSX-l)(YTY-l). 
LEMMA 3.13. If some generalized product of S and T is a multiplica- 
tive commutator, then S @ T is the product of four invertible quadratic 
operators. 
Proof. Note first that any operator similar to the product of four in- 
vertible quadratic operators is itself the product of four invertible quadratic 
operators. It follows from this observation and the equation ASA-1 @ 
BTB-1 = (A @ B)(S @ T)(A @ B)-l that it sufficies to treat the case 
of two operators S and T on the same Hilbert space with ST a multi- 
plicative commutator. Let ST = XYX-lY-’ and let P = X-lY-lT-l, 
so that T = PUIX-‘Y-’ and S = XYP. Since ST = XYX-lY-l = 
X(XY)X_‘(XY)-1 f or any X # 0, we may assume that both o(Y-l) and 
a(XP) 2 D, where D = {.z E C: 1.~1 < 1). A direct calculation shows 
that S@T = XYP@P-lX-lY-’ = (XYX-1 @P-lX-lY-lXP)(XP@ 
P-lx-l), and, since both XYX-1 @P-lX-lY-‘XP and XP@P-lX-l 
are the product of two invertible quadratic operators by Lemma 2.6, the 
proof is complete. ??
In the following, we will show that the direct sum of any two invertible 
operators of class (F) [an operator T is called of class (F) if T is not 
congruent to a scalar modulo the ideal of compact operators, i.e., T # 
XI + K where X E C and K is compact] is the product of four invertible 
quadratic operators, and we will apply this result to obtain a complete 
characterization of the product of four invertible quadratic operators among 
normal operators. But first, we need the following two lemmas from [3, 
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.51. 
LEMMA 3.14. Let F, G, and S be invertible operators on 7-l, and suppose 
F and G are of class (F). Then for all suficiently large positive numbers 
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t, there exists a generalized product of F and G of the form 
C(t) 0 
[ 1 0 ts 
on the Hilbert space 7-l @ W. 
LEMMA 3.15. There exists an invertible operator S on ‘H with the prop- 
erty that diag(C, tS) is a multiplicative commutator for every invertible 
C E B(?-&) and all positive t # 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. If F and G are both invertible operators of class 
(F), then F @ G is the product of four invertible quadratic operators. 
Proof. Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15 together say that there exists a gener- 
alized product of F and G that is a multiplicative commutator, and the 
proposition then follows from Lemma 3.13. ??
COROLLARY 3.17. Every invertible normal operators of class (F) is the 
product of four invertible quadratic operators. 
Proof A normal operator is of class (F) if and only if its spectrum 
contains at least two limit points. (A point X is a limit point of the spectrum 
of a normal operator if every Bore1 neighborhood of X has infinite-rank 
spectral measure.) Using this observation and the spectral theorem, one 
shows easily that every invertible normal operator of class (F) is a direct 
sum of two (necessarily invertible) infinite-dimensional operators of class 
(F), and the proof is completed by applying Proposition 3.16. ??
The next lemma gives a necessary condition for operators T = XI + K, 
where X E C and K is compact, to be the product of four invertible 
quadratic operators. 
LEMMA 3.18. Let T be an invertible operator and T = XI + K, where 
X E C and K is compact. If T is the product of four invertible quadratic 
operators, then 1x1 = 1. 
Proof Assume that T = XI + K = TlTa, where Ti is the product 
of two invertible quadratic operators, i = 1,2. Since Ti = (X1 + K)TF1 
and KT;’ is compact, we have a,(Tl) = Xa,(Tg’). Similarly, cre(T2) = 
Xa,(T;l). Let cy E a,(T1). Then Theorem 3.12 implies that either cy = p*’ 
or Q E a,(T1-‘) = X-‘oe(T2), whence Xcu E a,(Tz). Using Theorem 3.12 
again, we have either A(Y = pf2 or Xcu E a,(TFl) = A-‘a,(Tl), and thus 
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X2a E o,(Tr). Repeating this process, we obtain that either Xna = p*’ 
for some n >_ 0 or Xna: E g,(Tr) for any even n. On the other hand, 
cy E ffe(Tr) = XC&Q,-7, whence X-‘cu E a,(TT’). Then using Theorem 
3.12 repeatedly will yield that either XVrna = pi2 for some m > 1 or 
X-ma E cT,(T,-1) f or any odd m. The boundedness of g,(Tr) and cr,(Tc’) 
then implies that either /A/ = 1 or Xn+m = p4, 1 or p-4, whence ]A] = 1 
too. This completes the proof. ??
We conclude the discussion on the product of four invertible quadratic 
operators with the following theorem, which characterizes such products 
among normal operators. 
THEOREM 3.19. Let T be an invertible normal operator on ‘Ft. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is th e TO p d uct of four invertible quadratic operators; 
(ii) T is the product of four involutions; 
(iii) T is the product of four unipotents of index 2; 
(iv) T is a multiplicative commutator; 
(v) T is not of the form XI + K, where K is compact and /XI # 1. 
Proof. (iv) M (v) follows from [3, Theorem 51, (ii) w (iii) +=+ (v) 
by [19, Theorem 5.2.61, and (i) + (v) by Lemma 3.19. 
Now, assume that T = XI + K, where K is compact and ]A( = 1. Let 
[i > 0 for each integer i # 0 and such that flz”=, (1 + Et) and nz”=, (1-t <-%) 
are convergent and 1 + (1 2 max]]T]], IIT-‘\\). Since T - XI is compact 
normal, we may assume that T = diag(cra, LYE, (~2,. .) with lim,,, LY, = A. 
Hence we can decompose the space ‘l-l into a direct sum of infinite-dimen- 
sional subspaces relative to which 
T=diag( . . . . T-2,T-1rTl,T2 ,...) 
with the property that, for each i, 
cT(T,) c {z E c : (1 + Q-’ I 121 5 1 + <}. 
Let 
R = diag( . . , a -‘T-t, CXT_~, a-‘T1, aT;‘,(r-‘T,T,T,, (a-‘T,T,TJ1,. .) 
and 
S = diag( . . . , aT_,T_,, a-‘I, CUT, C’TITZ, (c~-~TlTz)-~, Q-~T~T~TzT~, .) 
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where a > 0. Then T = RS. To verify that R and S are bounded and 
invertible, we need merely show that their diagonal entries are uniformly 
bounded. But this follows from the inequalities 
for all ,k. Choosing Q large enough and using Lemma 2.6, we obtain t,hat 
?’ is t,he product of four invertible quadratic operators. Thus (v) + (i) bl 
Corollary 3.17, and the proof is complete. W 
Fong a.nd Sourour [8, Theorem 31 showed that every invertible operator 
is the product of six unipotents of index 2. Using the same techniques, 
we showed in [19, Theorem 5.2.121 that every invertible operator is the 
product of six involutions. Now, we will use these techniques again to show 
that every invertible operator is the product of six invertible quadratic 
operators. Before that, in the following theorem, we show that. the nllmber 
six can be reduced to five for invertible normal operators. 
‘L‘HEOKEM 3.20. Every invertible normal operator is the product of jifje 
invertible quadratic operators, and the number jk is .shnrp. 
Proof. To show the first statement, it suffices. by Theorem 
consider T = XI + K, where X # 0, 1 and I< is compact normal. 
assume’ tllitt 
Then 
3.19. t,o 
We mav 
and the second factor on the right is invertible normal and of class (F), it is 
the product of four invertible quadratic operators by Corollary 3.17. Thus 
T is the product of five invertible quadratic opera.tors. 
Since T = 21 is not a product four invertible quadratic operators by 
Theorem 3.19, the sharpness of five follows. ??
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Finally, our promised characterization of the product of six invertible 
quadratic operators on an infinite-dimensional space. To prove this result, 
we need the following 
LEMMA 3.21. If 1~1 = 1 and A is invertible, then crI $ A is the product 
of four invertible quadratic operators. 
Proof. The proof, which we omit, is analogous to [8, Lemma 41. ??
THEOREM 3.22. Every invertible operator T is the product of six in- 
vertible quadratic operators. 
Proof. We consider two cases. In the first case, we assume that T is of 
class (F). By a theorem of Brown and Pearcy [2, Corollary 3.41, T is similar 
to an operator of the form * Q 
[ I. 
Notice that 
[’ ;-!:] ,:* ;; = [; ,:J. 
where P is some invertible operator. (That P is invertible follows from the 
fact that T is invertible.) Also, 
[,,I ;I] [; plI] = [,,p :I1 
where X = -PRP-I. By Lemma 3.21, 
p-1P 0 
[ 1 0 I 
is the product of four invertible quadratic operators. Since T is similar to 
we have T as the product of six invertible quadratic operators. 
It now remains to consider the case T = XI + K, where K is compact. 
We notice that X # 0, since T is invertible. Let E be a positive real number 
to be determined later. By Riesz theory, K is similar to KO @F, where K. 
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has spectral radius < E, and where F is an operator on a finite-dimensional 
space. By a result of Rota [17, Theorem 21, Ka is similar to an operator 
whose norm is < E, so we may assume without loss of generality that 
]]rC,]] < E. Write 
K. = 
KI K2 
[ 1 K3 K4 ’ 
and let 
where cy = 1 if X2 # -j?(p + b)-’ and o = i if X2 = -/3(@ + b)-‘. (The 
operator XI + K1 + K2 is invertible if E is small enough.) Let 
_!!_A JlTz 
s= &-z_A 
i 
----l+A 
2 
2 
++A 
Then S2 + bS + I = 0. Furthermore, 
(AI + Ko)S = 
(YI (XP - a)l+ L1 
(xp + Xb + cl)1 + L2 (-Xb - a)1 + L3 1 ’ 
where L1 = pK1 + PK2, 
L2 = ;(K1 - K3) - 
~iz-x 
-7$K2 - K4) + (KI + K2 - K3 - K4)A, 
and 
L3 = -;(K, + K4) + 
JlcT 
---+K2 + K3) - (Kl+ K2 - K3 - K4)A. 
[Note that in the above computation, we use the fact that XA = 
(4X/2 - a)1 - (b/2)K1 + (v’m/2)K2 - KlA - K2A.l 
Let 
0 
R = 
PI 
(-A& _ Xbcu-lp-l _ p-q _ (r-lp-1L2 
1 ‘B-II 
Therefore 
R(XI+ Ko)S = 
aor 
o 
-Pa-‘(B+ b)I + J I ’ 
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where J = -a-lp-l(X/3 - ck!)LQ - (Xa-’ + Xa-lbp-1 + p-l)L1- 
a-1p-1L2L1 + /3_lLs. We notice that by our choice of (II we have ap # 
-X%-I(/3 + b). Fr om the expressions for J, LI, Lz, and LJ, we see that 
J is compact, and that we can choose E small enough so that /( JII < 
lap + Pa-l(P + b)l; so that Q $ ~(-x~a-l(p + b)l i- J). Now we have 
(*I * 
R(XI+Ko)S= o c 
[ 1 with a +! g(C). 
It follows that R(XI + Kc)S is similar to crl $ C. Hence 
(R @ /U)[(XI + Kc) @ (XI + F)](S @ /?-‘I) = [R(XI + Ko>S] @ (X1 + F) 
is similar to al@C@(XI+F), which, again by Lemma 3.21, is the product of 
four invertible quadratic operators. Since R@/3I and S@pV1l are invertible 
quadratic operators, we obtain that (X1 + Kc) @ (X1 + F) is the product of 
six invertible quadratic operators. Thus the same is true for T. This ends 
the proof of the theorem. ??
4. OPEN PROBLEMS 
On an infinite-dimensional space, which operator is the product of two 
invertible quadratic operators? This problem seems difficult to answer. For 
invertible operators T with -1, p*’ $! a(T), it may become manageable. 
CONJECTURE 1. Let T be an invertible operator with -1, p*’ $ a(T). 
Then T is the product of two invertible quadratic operators if and only if 
T is similar to T- ‘. 
As demonstrated in Sections 2 and 3, the necessity always holds, and 
the sufficiency is true under various extra conditions: T has spectrum with 
disjoint parts as in Proposition 3.4, T is invertible normal, or T acts on a 
finite-dimensional space. 
Now, we turn our concern to the product of four or more invertible 
quadratic operators. We start by bringing attention to the close resem- 
blance between the theory of products of invertible quadratic operators 
developed here and that of products of involutions and unipotents of in- 
dex 2 in [S], [15], and [19]. These multiplicative theories are also parallel to 
the additive ones of sums of idempotents and square-zero operators [lo, 11, 
24, 271. For the latter theories, Pearcy and Topping [14] used the character- 
ization of commutators to show that every operator of class (F) is the sum 
of four idempotents and the sum of four square-zero operators. In a simi- 
lar way, we tried in [19] to use the theory of multiplicative commutators to 
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characterize operators which are products of four involutions or four unipo- 
tents of index 2. Now, we use this theory to characterize operators which 
are products of four invertible quadratic operators here. The program is less 
successful: we are only able to characterize these among normal operators. 
Part of the reason is that the characterization of multiplicative commuta- 
tors is still open. Brown and Pearcy [3] conjectured that every invertible 
operator of class (F) is a multiplicative commutator. Along these lines. wt’ 
give 
CONJECTURE 2. On an infinite-dimensional space, every invertible op- 
erator of class (F) is the product of four invert,ible quadratic operators. 
If Conjecture 2 is true, then we can prove the following 
CON.IECTURE 3. On an infinite-dimensional space, every invertible op- 
era,tor is the product of five invertible quadratic operators. Moreover, the 
number five is sharp. 
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